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Context

Computer science education tends to be everywhere today

Concepts taught in some primary and secondary schools

Courses and degrees are offered in higher education

Contestants challenge themselves with contests

Computer science concepts are not easy to learn

Abstraction, algorithmic thinking, creative thinking, etc.

Website and application to help learning have been developed

Not always easy to find, not well advertised, not documented
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Digital library

A digital library (DL) is... (Borgman, 1999)

“a set of electronic resources and associated technical capabilities
for creating, searching and using information.”

...that is typically “constructed, collected and organised...

...by (and for) a community of users.”

Very few digital libraries with resources to learn CS do exist

Only some specialised DL for higher education and research
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TLCS project

The TLCS project is a database with a frontend to access it

Developed as an online web application

Two main goals for the platform

Allows teachers/learners to quickly find relevant resources

Get information about how to use those resources

4 Setting up a digital library with resources to teach and
learn computer science concepts
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Classifying resources (1)

Important to structure the database to ease searches

Must satisfy the different categories of users: teacher, learner...

Several possible ways to classify the resources are proposed

Category identifies the kind of service provided

Language is the trained programming language

Field is the covered computer science field

Level is the targeted age group
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Classifying resources (2)

Resource

Category

Language Field

Level

belongs to

trains
covers

targets
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Category

Six main categories have been identified

Based on the resources analysed in the frame of this work

Directory

Visualiser Animated
tutorial

Playground Interactive
tutorial

Game

INFORMATION

VISUALISATION

INTERACTION

INVOLVEMENT
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Directory

Directory allows users to navigate a collection

Resources, technologies, tools, softwares, algorithms...

Help learners to discover resources related to the same topic

Similar in some ways to the “awesome list” movement

“NoSQL Databases” maintains large list of NoSQL engines

Website: http://www.nosql-database.org
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Directory
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Visualiser

Produces static or dynamic visualisations

Useful for people sensitive to visual learning modalities

Help learners to represent themselves concepts to learn

Teachers can provide visual examples to learners

“viSQLizer” illustrates how SQL SELECT queries are executed

Website: http://andmark.no/kristin
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Visualiser
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Animated tutorial

Tutorial to learn new concepts with visualisations

Can directly present examples with the produced result

Help learners to directly see the result of new concepts

While being guided during the learning thanks to the tutorial

“Unfolding the Box Model” illustrates CSS 3D transforms

Website: https:// rupl.github.io/unfold
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Animated tutorial
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Playground

Execute and directly get the result of a personal production

Code, problem instance, situation description, model...

Help learners to experiment with their own examples

Without the need to install anything on their computers

“RxViz” execute and show result of RxJs observable programs

Website: https:// rxviz.com
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Playground
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Interactive tutorial

Tutorial with interactives related to the concepts

Challenges/problems to be solved by the learners

Help the learners to directly practice with new concepts

Check the understanding of the learners

“CS Field Guide” online interactive book to learn CS concepts

Website: https://csfieldguide.org.nz
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Interactive tutorial
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Game

Require a big involvement of the learners

Challenge to solve given a set of rules and an environment

Help learners to surpass themselves and to make progress

Increased motivation with goals, scoreboards, competitions...

“Blockly Games” introduces to basic programming concepts

Website: https://blockly-games.appspot.com
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Game
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Language, field and level

Three other classification ways to help searching resources

Programming language, computer science field and age groups

Simply general CS fields in current version

Database, artificial intelligence, algorithmics, data structure...

Most suited age groups organised by level of education

children
12 y.o.

junior

15 y.o.
senior

18 y.o.
BSc MSc
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Resource example

SQL Island is an adventure game to learn SQL fundamentals

Speaking SQL with inhabitants of an island to escape it

SQL

Senior

BSc

Database Programming

Game

Interactive
tutorial

language
level

level

field field

category

category
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Pedagogical information

Additional informations to help specific public

Four main audiences: learner, teacher, researcher and developer

Optional pedagogical information to improve resource use

Prerequisite mandatory to be able to use the resource

Learning outcomes list what learner will be able to do

Methodology explain how the resource can be used

Two other pieces of additional information can be provided

Service offered by the resource

Reference to scientific papers
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The TLCS platform

TLCS platform used to search for resources

How they can be used to teach and learn CS

Simple and easy navigation and search tool

“Are there any games to learn about
the SQL programming language?”
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Social and community aspects

Content created and proposed by the community

Information must be correct, complete, relevant and up-to-date

Review and quality check about entries made by CSITEd ASBL

Should support knowledge sharing and foster social interaction

Users will be able to create their own personal tags

It will be possible to grade resources with stars

More information will be available depending on the user type
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Conclusion

TLCS is a digital library with websites and applications

Resources to use to teach and learn computer science concepts

Proposition of a multi-criteria categorisation of resources

Help people to search information relevant to them

About twenty resources have already been encoded

Only in English with the mandatory information
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Call to contribute

Want to contribute?
Please do! Come and talk to us!

Or just drop me an email: sebastien@combefis.be.
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